
October 23, 2020 

Dear second grade parents, 

It’s been great to have a full five days of school this week!  The second graders have been hard 

at work in all subjects.  I’m seeing some real progress in their reading stamina and that is 

resulting in improved fluency and comprehension.  We’ll keep working hard on this vital skill.  

Keep encouraging independent reading at home. 

 In math we completed chapter 2 and we will begin chapter 3 next week.  Chapter 3 focuses on 

relationships between numbers: strategies for taking apart numbers (regrouping), adding 3 

addends, strategies for adding and subtracting and using equations to solve problems.   

We enjoyed our science labs this week, the students created an “x-ray” of the bones in their 

hand using some construction paper and vegetable oil; we also made models of crawling spiders—

hope they didn’t scare you with the plastic spider they brought home.   

We have finished learning the basic strokes used in cursive writing and we will begin learning 

the first of the cursive letters next week.  Letters are not taught in alphabetical order, rather 

they are taught based on groups of letters that begin with the same basic stroke.  We will begin 

with the lower case undercurve letters.  I’ve reminded them not to practice writing their name 

in cursive until we have learned all the upper case and lower case letters and how to connect 

them properly.  It’s tough to ‘unlearn’ incorrect writing.  I know it’s hard to wait, they are so 

excited to start writing in cursive. 

Next week we will be having a Celebration of Saints at the Wednesday all-school Mass.  Thank 

you for such great participation!  It is always a highlight of the school year to see all the 

students dressed as one of their favorite saints. 

Our National Junior Honors Society is currently collecting requested items from the Milwaukee 

Rescue Mission.  Please consider donating jars of jelly and/or syrup.  They will be collecting 

through Nov. 12th. 

On Friday, we say good-bye to October with an out-of-uniform day, the theme is black and 

orange.   

I hope you have a nice weekend. 

Blessings, 

Mrs. Knowski 

 


